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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we describe a concatenative synthesis sys-
tem which was first designed for a realistic synthesis of
melodic phrases. It has since been augmented to become
an experimental TTS (Text-to-Speech) synthesizer. To-
day, it is able to realize hybrid synthesis involving speech
segments and musical excerpts coming from any record-
ing imported in its database. The system can also synthe-
size sentences with different voices, sentences with mu-
sical sounds, melodic phrases with speech segments and
generate compositional material from specific intonation
patterns using a prosodic pattern extractor.

1. INTRODUCTION

Musical concatenative synthesis consists in choosing the
most appropriate sequence of sound units from a database
and applying various modifications in order to build a de-
sired melodic phrase. In previous work [12, 13, 14, 15]
a concatenative musical sound synthesis system named
CATERPILLAR has been elaborated. This work has been
continued and an experimental TTS system, named TALK-
APILLAR, is under construction. One of the aims of this
system is to reconstruct the voice of a speaker, for instance
a deceased eminent personality. TALKAPILLAR should
pronounce texts as if they has been pronounced by the tar-
get specific speaker. The main difficulty consists in choos-
ing the best speech segments, called units, to produce in-
telligible and natural speech with respect to the expressive
characteristics of the speaker.

CATERPILLAR and TALKAPILLAR are based on the
same architecture and thus allow to create hybrid synthetic
phrases with speech units and any other sound units [3, 2].

After a quick overview of related work, this article ex-
plains the system and the successive steps of source sound
analysis, database, and synthesis. Then it proposes sev-
eral applications which could lead to new musical experi-
ments.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1. Speech synthesis

Research in music synthesis is influenced by research in
speech synthesis to which considerable efforts have been
devoted. Concatenative unit selection speech synthesis
from large databases, also called corpus based synthesis
[5], is now used in many TTS systems for waveform gen-
eration [8]. Its introduction resulted in a considerable gain
in quality of the synthesized speech over rule-based para-
metric synthesis systems, in terms of naturalness and in-
telligibility. Unit selection algorithms attempt to find the
most appropriate speech unit in the database (corpus) by
using linguistic features computed from the text to syn-
thesize. Selected units can be of any length (non-uniform
unit selection), from sub-phonemes to whole phrases, and
are not limited to diphones or triphones. Although con-
catenative sound synthesis is quite similar to concatena-
tive speech synthesis and shares many concepts and meth-
ods, both have different goals (see [15] for more details).

2.2. Singing Voice Synthesis

Concatenative singing voice synthesis occupies an inter-
mediate position between speech and sound synthesis,
whereas the used methods are most often close to speech
synthesis [6]. There is a notable exception [7], where
an automatically constituted large unit database is used.
See [10] for an up-to-date overview of current research in
singing voice synthesis, which is out of the scope of this
article.

3. GENERAL OVERVIEW

All the processes involved, for music and speech analysis
and hybrid synthesis, are presented in figure 1. They will
be explained in more detail in the following sections.

4. SOUND SEGMENTATION

The first step is the segmentation of recorded files, speech
or music, in variable length units. For this purpose, sound
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Figure 1. Architecture of the hybrid concatenative syn-
thesis system.

files are first time-aligned with their symbolic representa-
tion (phonetic text or score) where unit frontiers are known.
Then, units are imported into a POSTGRESQL database.

4.1. Score alignement

Score to audio alignment, or in brief score alignment, con-
nects events in a score to corresponding points on the per-
formance signal time axis [17]. A very similar task is
known as score following, this term being reserved for the
real-time case such as the one where a computer program
is used to accompany a musician. Score alignment can
thus use the whole score and the whole audio file if needed
to perform the task, while score following specifies a max-
imum latency between an event in the audio stream and
the decision to connect it to an event in the score. By us-
ing score information, score alignment permits to perform
extensive audio indexing. It allows computing note time-
onset, duration, loudness, pitch contour, descriptors and
interpretation in general. Automatic score alignment has
many applications among which we can mention: Audio
segmentation into note samples for data base construction.

4.2. Speech alignement

A slightly different process is used to segment a speech
signal. From the phonetic transcription of the sentence to
align, a rudimentary synthesized sentence is built with di-
phones extracted from a small database where diphones
frontiers have been placed by hand. Then the MFCC se-
quences of the two sentences are computed and aligned
with a DTW algorithm. This provides the frontiers of
phones and diphones in the sentence to align (see figure 2).

5. ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS

5.1. Musical Descriptors

We distinguish three types of descriptors: Category de-
scriptors are boolean and express the membership of a

Figure 2. Example of speech segmentation due to align-
ment.

unit to a category or class and all its base classes in the hi-
erarchy (e.g. violin → strings → instrument for the sound
source hierarchy). Static descriptors take a constant value
for a unit (e.g. Midi note number), and dynamic descrip-
tors are analysis data evolving over the unit (e.g. funda-
mental frequency). The descriptors used are given in the
following [11]. The perceptual salience of some of these
descriptors depends on the sound base they are applied to.

Signal and Perceptual Descriptors
Energy, fundamental frequency, zero crossing rate,
loudness, sharpness, timbral width

Spectral Descriptors
Spectral centroid, spectral tilt, spectral spread, spec-
tral dissymmetry

Harmonic Descriptors
Harmonic energy ratio, harmonic parity, tristimu-
lus, harmonic deviation

Temporal Descriptors
Attack and release time, ADSR envelope, center of
gravity/antigravity

Source and Score Descriptors
Instrument class and subclass, excitation style, Midi
pitch, lyrics (text and phonemes), other score infor-
mation

All of these, except the symbolic source and score descrip-
tors, are expressed as vectors of characteristic values that
describe the evolution of the descriptor over the unit:

• arithmetic and geometric mean, standard deviation

• minimum, maximum, and range slope, giving the
rough direction of the descriptor movement, and cur-
vature (from 2nd order polynomial approximation)

• value and curve slope at start and end of the unit (to
calculate a concatenation cost)
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• the temporal center of gravity/antigravity, giving the
location of the most important elevation or depres-
sion in the descriptor curve and the first 4 order tem-
poral moments

• the normalized Fourier spectrum of the descriptor in
5 bands, and the first 4 order moments of the spec-
trum. This reveals if the descriptor has rapid or slow
movement, or if it oscillates.

5.2. Prosodic Features: YIN

Some acoustic features are extracted in order to build pro-
sodic units of a specific speaker. Fundamental frequency
is calculated with the YIN algorithm [4]. This also gives
an energy and an descriptor of the aperiodicity for each
frame. These data are averaged for each unit, sorted by
phonetic classes and compared all together in order to
build a distortion model relative to particular intonation
strategies. We also compare the lasts of units, ones com-
pared to the others per phonetic classes. This leads to an
acoustic representation of prosodic units independent of
the phonetic context.

6. SYMBOLIC ANALYSIS

The symbolic description of musical units is a midi score.
The phonetic and syntactic description of texts is provided
by the Euler program [1] issued from the European TTS
project MBROLA [9]. This module analyzes a text and
gives several symbolic representations such as a phonetic
transcription, a grammatical analysis, a prediction of pro-
sodic boundaries, etc. These descriptions are joined to-
gether in a MLC (Multi Layer Container) file (see fig-
ure 3). This file content and other symbolic descriptors
corresponding to the relative places of the units are stored
into an SDIF file (Sound Description Interchange Format,
see [16]), which is the final description of segmental and
supra-segmental units.
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Figure 4. Architecture of the database interface.

(from the middle of a note to the middle of the next), at-
tacks, sustains. . . Each of them is described by a set of
features involving symbolic and acoustic analyses. These
features are the basis for comparison between units and
unit selection. Adequacy of units (target cost) and con-
catenation cost are computed as a weighted combination
of the features. Minimization of the global cost of a unit
selection is done by a Viterbi algorithm

8.2. Unit Selection Algorithm

The classical unit selection algorithm finds the sequence
of database units ui that best match the given synthesis
target units tτ using two cost functions: The target cost
expresses the similarity of ui to tτ including a context of
r units around the target. The concatenation cost predicts
the quality of the concatenation of ui with a preceding
unit ui−1. The optimal sequence of units is found by a
Viterbi algorithm finding the best path through the net-
work of database units.

8.3. Prosodic Unit Selection

The first step of TALKAPILLAR is to select supra-segmen-
tal units in the database. By a Viterbi algorithm applied
on the symbolic representation of prosodic units, we ac-
cess to the best prosodic sequence able to traduce the nat-
ural expressivity of the speaker. Then we add the acoustic
parameters of the chosen prosodic units to the segmental
units of the target in the aim of select the best sequence of
segmental units that fit to a real prosody excerpt from the
database.

8.4. Segmental Units Selection

The second step consists in selecting the segmental units
according to their symbolic representation and to the acous-
tic representation derived from the selection of prosodic
units coming from the previous step. A similar Viterbi se-
lection algorithm is then applied to find the best sequence
of segmental units that match the target string and the
prosody selected.

9. SYNTHESIS

9.1. Concatenation

When a correct sequence of units has been selected, it
just needs to be concatenated in order to build the desired
phrase. This is the last step of the synthesis process and
could be aimed at two different goals. Concatenative syn-
thesis has been designed to preserve all sound details so
as to improve the quality and the naturalness of the re-
sult. In the TALKAPILLAR TTS system, a first strategy
is to not transform chosen units. They are concatenated
with a slight cross fade at the junction and a simple period
alignment to not produce clicks and other artefacts.

9.2. Transformation: PSOLA

Another strategy consists in transforming some of the se-
lected units before concatenating them. For instance, some
of the units (the voiced ones) are slightly time-stretched
and pitch-transposed to best match the prosody selected
beforehand. These transformations are accomplished with
a PSOLA analysis-synthesis algorithm [9].

10. APPLICATIONS

10.1. TTS synthesis

The TALKAPILLAR synthesis system is not aimed at a
classical TTS use as is the case of the majority of simi-
lar TTS systems. It is mainly designed to (re)produce a
specific expressivity. It offers an excellent framework for
an artistic purpose since the user has access to all the steps
of the process, which permits a full control of the result.

10.2. Musical Synthesis

From a Midi score or a target sound file, one can, for in-
stance, generate the most similar musical phrase with the
sequence of units extracted from another sound file. This
means that the system is able, for example, to synthesize
a realistic violin phrase containing the same melody as a
recorded voiced line. It simply finds trough its multiple
representation of the sound units, the best sequence that
matches the given target.

10.3. Hybrid Synthesis

An interesting aspect of the system is that the TTS synthe-
sizer and the musical synthesizer share the same frame-
work. Created on the same software architecture, these
two synthesis systems joined together give a powerful tool
for composers interested in interaction between music and
speech. For instance, voiced parts of a sentence could be
replaced by cello’s sustained units respecting the prosody
of the replaced speech segments. The flexibility of the se-
lection process’s parametrization (features involved, cost
weights, etc.) sets the user free to create very innovative
hybrid synthetic phrases.
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10.4. Prosody Extraction

An option of the system permits to extract prosodic units
out of the database. Exportation of the acoustic features
(f0, energy, flow, etc.) and of the symbolic descriptors
(grammatical structure, type of the final accent, etc.) into
an SDIF file allows to exploit these supra-segmental groups
in other musical software such as OpenMusic, Diphone, or
MAX/MSP.

11. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have described a new concatenative syn-
thesis system able to deal with speech and other sound
material. The different steps of the process have been
presented so as to provide a global comprehension of the
system. The combination of two applications, TTS and
musical phrases synthesis, in the same framework aug-
ments the capacities for artistic applications. Some exam-
ples and a mailing list for discussions about concatenative
synthesis in general can be found at:

http://recherche.ircam.fr/anasyn/concat
http://lists.ircam.fr/wws/info/concat
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